Has securing Active Directory been forgotten in a CDM-centric enterprise?

The Department of Homeland Security program, Continuous Diagnostics and Mitigation (CDM), is one of the most significant advancements in cybersecurity by the federal government. If you haven’t heard of it, here’s how it is described on the DHS web site: “The CDM program is a dynamic approach to fortifying the cybersecurity of government networks and systems.” Despite this program delivering tools and technologies necessary to protect sensitive information and enable access to essential government services, one of the key components of access and cybersecurity was overlooked – Active Directory.

https://www.dhs.gov/cdm

Every federal agency, civilian or military, relies on access granted (or denied) by Microsoft Active Directory (AD). In fact, the accounts and privileges in AD have always been key targets for the “bad actors”. While securing and controlling AD for any size organization can be a challenge, many agencies have chosen to consolidate directories in an effort to wrap more controls around fewer directories. Obviously, managing fewer directories creates fewer targets and therefore should be easier to control and secure, but if weak controls and policies manage these directories, chaos will quickly ensue.

While CDM addresses some areas of authentication, such as PIV logon, AD is not specifically addressed. These large directories must be controlled with strong policies. And the larger the directory, the larger...
the risk, which then requires unwavering enforcement of policies to eliminate one-off exceptions.

Additionally, privileged accounts – the "keys to the kingdom" - must be controlled with absolutely no policy exceptions. PIV-enabling privileged accounts can significantly reduce the vulnerability of these accounts. The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) provides general guidance for managing privileged accounts and many of these recommendations apply directly to AD. NIST recommendations include:

**Remove unnecessary access:** Remove all privileged account access from users who no longer require access to perform their assigned duties. If they don’t need it, why have it?

- Delegation of the AD account – To do this effectively, your AD management tool should enable a least-privilege access model. This means that permissions for individual employees allows them to access the resources they need to do their job, but no more. This model includes limited management of elevated accounts and groups (such as domain admins, enterprise admins and account operators) without granting individuals unlimited privileges.
- Temporal group membership — This means that privilege elevation is not permanent and doesn’t “creep” as a privileged user changes jobs. Users will only be part of a privileged group during a specified time period to accomplish specific tasks. They are added to the group at the start time, then removed when that permission expires. So, if a privileged account is an attack target, the impact of that attack is limited to the user’s “normal” privileges.
- Controlled administration— This is an administrative service that acts as a firewall around AD. This allows enhanced access control to privileged accounts by defining administrative roles, associated permissions and rules to be strictly enforced, which the sum total is the only way to maintain compliance with security policies.

**Remove unnecessary accounts:** If the account is no longer required, why is it still there? Again, who needs it?

- Accounts living in AD that are no longer needed or used are vulnerable to compromise, more so than an account with regular activity. You need a solution that provides the ability to programatically eliminate this vulnerability through a policy. For example, an effective solution can automatically disable accounts that haven’t been used in a certain number of days, as well as comes with default policies to automate commonly-scripted de-provisioning tasks, and permits all provision policies to be tailored to an organization’s specific needs.

**Remove excessive access:**

- Proper delegation in AD – You should look for a solution that can ensure the admin only keep the permissions necessary to do the job they need to do. Functions such as "dynamic group membership" can be used to ensure the "role creep" does not happen but permissions (or roles) are removed when an admin changes positions.
- Automated provisioning— Automates user and group provisioning, including account
Delegation needs of large enterprises are significantly more complex than native AD can possibly provide.

Remove unnecessary permissions: Remove all unnecessary permissions from privileged accounts. If they don’t need access—don’t give it. When AD was first released, it was a huge improvement over the directory of NT 4.0 in that it had a delegation model. Not much has changed since then. Delegation needs of large enterprises are significantly more complex than native AD can possibly provide.

Granular delegation – Natively granularly delegating rights in AD (particularly AD Admin rights) is difficult, time-consuming, and error-prone. Effective solutions provide automation, pre-built workflows, and reports to enable more granular access rights than native AD tools.

Help has arrived
Active Roles – Hybrid Active Directory, simple and secure

With today’s hybrid AD environments and native tools with limited capabilities, Microsoft Active Directory (AD) and Azure Active Directory (AAD) administrators struggle to keep up with requests to create, change or remove access. Thankfully, help has arrived. With One Identity Active Roles, you can solve your security issues and meet those never-ending compliance requirements by securing and protecting on-prem and cloud AD resources simply and efficiently.

Overcomes native-tools limitations

The NIST recommendations are general principals designed to apply to all information systems. Hopefully focusing some of those recommendations directly at AD provides valuable insight. AD, as we know it, is in a state of transition itself. While working to secure the traditional on-premises AD, many enterprise initiatives are examining the feasibility of moving this critical service to the cloud. If your organization is using Office 365 or “O365”, then you’re already using AD in the cloud. With most enterprises that have already completed studies on cloud AD feasibility, we see them coming to the conclusion that hybrid AD is the next logical step.
- Manages identities for Exchange Online, Lync, SharePoint Online and Office 365 and many more
- Provides a single, intuitive tool for hybrid environment

With the cloud comes security questions. While Azure AD is offered from a FEDRAMP certified cloud, this doesn’t mean that Microsoft is going to keep your policies around access and standardization in line. With Active Roles managing your on-prem AD as well as your Azure AD (AAD) you will be able to:

- Enforce strong and flexible policies for administration, structure, even attribute control.
- Synchronize on-prem AD with AAD through simple, easy to control connectors
- Manage both the on-prem and cloud ADs with a single interface (MMC or Web UI)
- Provide top-level admins with a familiar look and feel in an admin tool but control “accidents” with strong, flexible policies.
- Allow fine-grained access for administrators both in the on-prem and cloud AD

Creating well-thought-out policies to secure and manage AD can be a very complex task, but the critical piece of the security pie is how those policies are implemented. Writing them down and expecting administrators at all levels to abide and enforce is simply not reasonable. Active Roles from One Identity allows enterprises with large Active Directories to implement much stronger policies for control and delegation as well as enhance capabilities through automation.

CDM and NIST have both armed us with some good technology and concepts to make significant strides forward in securing the US Government critical information. While they don’t specifically address securing on-prem or cloud AD, it is critical that we translate the concepts and apply them to the system that is providing millions of access decisions every day for every federal government agency.
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